
Brains in Gear

Think about court cases and criminal trials -

What makes a witness more credible or trustworthy?

Write an answer in the back of your book.

Challenge: What types of things harm the credibility of a 
witness?



Who are the 
Roswell witnesses?

21/10/2020

Learning Outcomes:

- Name four Roswell witnesses

- Analyse what makes them more or less reliable

- Rank witnesses based on their credibility

Fundamental British Values: 
Respect and Tolerance

Today’s Title:

Key Words:

Credible = able to be believed –
trustworthy and convincing.

Classify = when the government 
restrict top secret information.

Declassify = when classified 
information is officially revealed.

Why do 
people 

describe the 
same thing 
differently?

Examining Roswell
Witnesses

Interpretations and Sources

This lesson:

Next lesson:

What happened at Roswell?

Previous lesson:



What makes someone a good witness? What makes someone a bad witness?

CHALLENGE: 
What reasons might somebody have to lie about the truth?

Your Task:
Draw this table in your book and think of 5-10 points for each column



Investigating Roswell Witnesses
Your Task:
You have a booklet that gives information about six key witnesses that 
have provided insight into the Roswell Incident. 
Use the booklet to fill out your table with details about who they were, 
what they said, and how reliable they are.

EXTENSION:
Complete your notes on all six witnesses, including Glen Dennis and Ray 
Santilli

CHALLENGE: 
How many similarities and differences can you identify in these witness 
accounts?



Witness: What is their connection to the 
incident?

What do they say happened? What makes them a reliable 
witness?

What makes them an 
unreliable witness? 

Major Jesse 
Marcel

Lieutenant 
Walter Haut

General 
William 
Blanchard

Ray Santilli

Mack Brazel

Glen Dennis



Investigating Roswell Witnesses

Your Task:
Now rank your witnesses 1-6 in order of who you think is the most 
reliable.

EXTENSION: 
Write an explanation for why you chose your number 1 witness as the 
most reliable, and the number 6 witness the least reliable.

CHALLENGE: 
Is there a correlation between reliable witnesses and people who 
support or oppose the “alien UFO” idea? Explain in your book.
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